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Factory automation consists of field devices (ie instrumentation, 
switchgear and variable speed drives - VSDs) and can commu-
nicate to a programmable logic controller (PLC) (ie a Siemens 

S7-1200, S7-1500, S7-300 or S7-400 PLC), which reads all inputs from 
the plant or machine, processes the information and then transfers 
the result to the outputs. These field devices communicate to the PLC 
either via hardwired signals or via a network (ie Profibus based on 
RS485 or the more advanced and newer ProfiNet based on Ethernet). 
Networks are also useful in distributing input/output (I/O) channels 
(ie Siemens ET200 remote I/O range), because if you do not have 
distributed I/O then all the field devices that are hardwired need to 
be connected to a single cabinet, which means you have many long 
wires which creates a lot of extra work (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Fieldbus for remote devices.

An engineer would write a software program that collects all these 
signals from field devices in the PLC and then controls the plant based 
on these signals ie when tank 1 level instrument reads high, then stop 
tank fill pump, then start tank mixer motor. The PLC can use the fol-
lowing software programming languages ie LADDER, Function Block 
Diagram (FBD), Statement List (STL) and Sequence Flow Programming 
(Siemens S7-Graph). See Figure 2 for an example of LADDER. The 
Siemens software program used to program these PLCs is either the 
older/classic STEP7 V5 or the newer TIA Portal STEP7 software – both 
are available. Classic STEP7 V5 only supports the S7-300, S7-400 and 
S7-400H redundant PLCs. TIA Portal STEP7 Basic only supports the S7-
1200 PLC, while TIA Portal STEP7 Professional currently supports the 
S7-1200, S7-1500, S7-300 and S7-400 PLC. Only Siemens S7-300/400 
PLCs from 2007 are supported in TIA Portal STEP7 Professional. The 
S7-1500 PLC is the bigger brother of the S7-1200 PLC and has many 
advantages (the S7-1500 has not replaced the S7-300/400) – for ex-
ample, more memory, for larger automation systems that have more 
I/O as well as many more benefits.
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Figure 2: Example of LADDER program. 

Human Machine Interface (HMI) panels can be used onsite to link to a 
PLC and show graphically if the machine or process plant is operating 
(ie Siemens Basic/Comfort HMI panels, which are programmed using 
the Siemens TIA Portal WinCC Basic/Comfort software). These HMI 
panels are normally located in the field on the PLC cabinet and only 
show a part of the plant operation, but not the entire plant automation 
visualisation overview.

Figure 3: Factory with 
many distributed PLCs and 
HMI panels.

If the customer has an 
industrial factory or plant 
consisting of multiple 
PLC areas, he would also 
want a plant overview 

visualisation system called a SCADA, which would link to all PLCs, 
gather data and provide plant overview to the operators. The Siemens 
SCADA software used is either older or classic Siemens WinCC V7 
- or the new Siemens TIA Portal WinCC Professional software. It is 
recommended to use classic STEP7 V5 with WinCC V7 and TIA Portal 
STEP7 with TIA Portal WinCC Professional, but the HMI panel software 
Siemens TIA Portal WinCC Basic/Comfort can be used in conjunction 
with classic STEP7 V5, as these are helpful interfacing tools.

For Process Automation industrial plants where you are running 
a continuing process (ie power stations, oil, gas and chemicals) - for 
example, continuously burning coal to produce steam that drives 
a turbine, we recommend a Distributed Control System (DCS), the 
Siemens software for this is called PCS7. This is not programmed 
like a Factory Automation PLC/HMI/SCADA system. The difference is 
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that this system only supports the Siemens S7-400 bigger PLC; in this 
instance, the PLC is called the automation system (AS), the SCADA 
is called the operator station (OS) and the software programming 
PC is called the engineering station (ES). For a DCS AS you normally 
program using Continues Function Chart (CFC) and Sequence Flow 
Charts (SFC). When you compile the AS it ‘automatically’ creates much 
of the OS visualisation for you, which saves a great deal of engineer-
ing. With a PLC/HMI/SCADA system the software engineering for both 
the PLC and SCADA has to be done. The FA system is generally less 
expensive and slightly more flexible as there are more PLC options, 
but for a process plant the hardware and software costs are higher 
while the engineering costs less.

Conclusion

Some industrial plants are a combination of both factory or discrete 
automation (PLC/HMI/SCADA) and process automation (DCS). 

Some customers may require their automation systems to be 
highly available, for instance in a critical process that should not stop 
ie an oil refinery. In such cases, a redundant PLC, such as a Siemens 
S7-400H, is best suited. A redundant PLC generally consists of two 
CPUs - if one stops the other takes over automatically; a redundant 
remote I/O would also be connected to this system. 

For other customers, safety is all important - for example in the 
automotive industry where a human must feed a part into a robotic 
cell or area, or where there might be chance of explosion due to high 
pressure processes - in these cases there are safety automation sys-
tems up to SIL3 that protect against hardware or software faults and 
stop the machine safely if such a fault occurs - ie wiring, I/O module 
failure, PLC failure. A customer may even request equipment that can 
be installed in a Zone 0, Zone 1 and Zone 2 explosion environment 
where gases are highly flammable and any spark could cause an 
explosion - for this there are products that are EX rated intrinsically 
safe such as the ET200ISP. Other solutions are also available - for 
instance high IP rated or rugged devices that can withstand higher 
and lower temperature ranges.

Figure 6: Integration of Process I/O in hazardous areas.

Siemens Industry offers products and solutions for almost any in-
dustry application; this is a concept that has been termed ‘Totally 
Integrated Automation’.

Figure 5: Totally Integrated Automation.

Abbreviations 

AS – Automation System
CFC – Continues Function Chart
CPU – Central Processing Unit
DCS – Distributed Control System
ES – Engineering Station
FA – Factory Automation
FBD – Function Block Diagram
HMI – Human Machine Interface
I/O – Input/ Output
IP – Internet Protocol
OS – Operator Station
PC  – Personal Computer
PLC  – Programmable Logic Controller
SCADA – Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
SFC  – Sequence Flow Chart
STL – Statement List
TIA – Totally Integrated Automation
VSD – Variable Speed Drive

The word ‘automation’ means to control an industrial 
machine or process without human intervention.
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